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2. PARACRINE EFFECT: starting from
cytokines - small proteins - which bind
to specific receptors on the membrane
and communicate to the cell a specific
instruction as the stimulus to grow,
differentiate or die

 bone diseases

 cartilage pathologies

 tendon pathologies

Bone MSC: introduction

Angiogenesis

ORTHOPEDICS 
APPLICATION

The common goals in orthopedics and spinal surgery employing mesenchymal 
cells are mainly two:

1. ANGIOGENESIS: development of
new blood vessels from existing ones



BONE MSC can be used in the following vertebral 
procedures:

 Pseudarthrosis and consolidation delays

 Posterolateral or intersomatic arthrodesis in 
spine surgery

 Bone regeneration (osteolisys)

 Intraarticular infiltrations

 Pain reduction (disc or facet joints)

Bone MSC: Spine application

Cage filling

Hydrate synthetic or autologous bone grafts



Bone MSC

Two kind of cells :

Hematopoietic
• Large population
• Generate blood lines
• Don’t create bone tissue

Mesenchymals
• Limited population
• Generate preosteoblasts
• Generate bone, tendon, cartilage, 

muscle, adipose tissue

Plasma

Platelets

TNCs

Wh i tes

HPCs

MSCs

Re ds



Market scenario

Research has demonstrated that the number of fibroblast-like colony forming units (CFU-
f) in a graft is positively correlated with clinical outcomes6-7. Cells capable of forming a 
CFU-f are found in marrow but not in blood. Several systems are available for harvesting 
autologous bone marrow aspirate and optionally centrifuging it to further concentrate 
cells, via volume reduction, to treat local bone defects.

OBJECTIVE
Previous published research demonstrated that Harvest SmartPrepR (Terumo) Bone
Marrow Aspirate Concentrate system (BMACR) was superior to the Biomet GPS and the
Arteriocyte Magellan marrow concentration systems. This study was designed to
compare the Marrow Cellution™ system to the Harvest® SmartPrep® (Terumo) BMAC®
system.



Market scenario

ADVANCED 
THERAPY DRUG

REGULATORY 
COMPLIANT

Extensive manipulation
Pharma rules

Minimal manipulation



Market scenario

over two times as many 
CFU-f per mL

requires significantly less
aspirate

NO additional manipulative 
steps outside the sterile field

NO processing time

UP TO 40% OF MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS 
MAY DIE BECAUSE OF THE SPINNING

Marrow-Stem:



Main issues of traditional needles with open 
distal part of the cannula: 

• produce excess peripheral blood 
contamination 

• diminish cellular yield

• require additional manipulation steps 
(centrifugation required)

• cause spongous bone channels breakage

Market scenario: traditional techniques



High cellular yield with a 
reduced volume of 
marrow aspirate

Faster and easier
procedure

SINGLE STEP 
DEVICE

LATERAL 
ASPIRATION

INNOVATIVE

Thanks to the closed distal tip and the
selective lateral micrometric aspiration
a high cellular yield is guaranteed
relatively to a reduced quantity of
marrow aspirate.

CLOSED & SEALED  
DISTAL TIP

No peripheral blood 
contamination

Marrow-Stem: our solution



Minimally invasive 
procedure

Marrow-Stem: our solution

MICROMETRIC 
GEAR

POINT OF CARE 
THERAPY

0,5 cm retraction 
every 360° rotation

EASY

The selective micrometric aspiration
device allows, in a few steps, the
aspiration of high-quality marrow
aspirate.



Immediatelly ready to use

NO PROCESSING 
TIME

CENTRIFUGE 
FREE

CONVENIENT

Centrifugation is not needed,
saving on time, personnel,
machinery and related costs.

Reduction in time, cost, 
operating theatre personnel

Marrow-Stem: our solution



Marrow-Stem: how does it work?

Aspiration
example

CANNULA 
LENGHT 

under the cortical

TOTAL 
VOLUME 

ASPIRATED

1st aspiration 2 cm ~1 cc

2nd aspiration 6 cm ~2 cc

3rd° aspiration 5 cm ~3 cc

4th aspiration 4 cm ~4 cc

5th aspiration 3 cm ~5 cc

1ST ASPIRATION

~1cc

~1c
c

2ND ASPIRATION 3RD ASPIRATION

4TH ASPIRATION

5TH ASPIRATION

~1cc
~1cc
~1cc
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Max residual
retraction in cm 



PURIFICATION FILTER 

 Filter from 270 micron 

 Elimination of any eventual cellular coagulation or 

aggregation which takes place during extraction

Marrow-Stem: key improvements 

ASPIRATION 
SYRINGE

270 µm 
FILTER

INJECTION 
SYRINGE



Marrow-Stem: extraction sites

HIGH VERSATILITY

Ability to perform extraction at low morbidity applicable to 

various anatomical sites: 

• iliac crest

• proximal tibia 

• femur distal

• calcaneus

• vertebral body



1. Percutaneous access: place the aspiration device on the 
selected extraction area and introduce the tip of the 
device beyond the cortical. Check that all the lateral 
holes are located under the cortical bone.

2. Remove the internal stylet, connect Vaclok syringe to 
the device and aspirate the first cc of bone marrow.

Surgical technique

a

b

3. Disconnect the syringe and reinsert the stylet (fig.3-a). 
Push the device deeper till the prechosen depth (fig.3-b).
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Surgical technique

4. Remove the stylet and reconnect the syringe (fig.4-a) 
and adjust the gear into contact with the skin (fig.4-b). 
Unlock the syringe plunger and aspirate another cc of 
bone marrow.

6. Repeat the controlled aspiration process until the desired 
quantity of bone marrow has been obtained (fig.6).   

The complete excursion of the gear allows the coverage up 
to 7 cm of the aspiration site. 
Once the operation has been completed, extract Marrow-
Stem device and proceed with the medication.

a

b

a
b

5. Holding the gear still, rotate the handle 360° clockwise
(fig.5-a) to progressively pull back the cannula, then
aspirate the bone marrow (fig 5 b).
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Watch our MARROW-STEM video tutorial on Youtube at the following link: 

https://youtu.be/prcXgpzGxhQ

MARROW-STEM: Video tutorial



Average price
3000€

Average price
800-1000€

Average market price
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